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The general classification of builders hardware includes a wide variety of items which are divided into several categories. To recognize this diversity, a sectional classification system has been established. Auxiliary Hardware is one such section and this Standard is the result of the collective efforts of members of the Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association who manufacture this product. The total Product Standards effort is, therefore, a collection of sections, each covering a specific category of items.

Performance tests and, where it has been necessary, material and dimensional requirements have been established to insure safety, security and stability to which the public is entitled. There are no restrictions on design, except for those dimensional requirements imposed for the reasons given above. It is also required that some hardware items fit certain specified cutout dimensions.

The BHMA recognizes that errors will be found, items will become obsolete, and new products, methods and materials will be developed. With this in mind, the Association will update, correct and revise these Standards on a regular basis.

In most cases, products have been described in grade levels related to performance. Grade classifications indicate levels only within their own product category. Choice of grade and specific product are made on the basis of utility, aesthetics, security objectives and end use desired.

The BHMA numbers which indicate types of hardware do not necessarily identify size or finish and are not intended to be used without necessary supplementary information. Individual manufacturers catalogs are consulted.

Use of some products described in this Standard on doors within a means of egress or fire door assemblies are regulated by authorities having jurisdiction. Applicable codes, ordinances and standards are to be consulted.
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1. **SCOPE**

1.1 This Standard establishes requirements for auxiliary hardware and includes performance tests covering operational, cyclical, strength or finish criteria.

1.2 Tests described in this Standard are performed under laboratory conditions. In actual usage, results vary because of installation, maintenance and environmental conditions.

2. **DEFINITIONS**

2.1 **Casement and Awning Window Control** A mechanism to control and limit the swing of an unlatched casement or awning.

2.2 **Combination Door Stop and Holder** A device which combines the features of a door stop and a door holder by stopping and holding a door at predetermined points.

2.3 **Door Bolt or Fastener** A mechanical device operable from one side of a door and used to fasten the door in a closed position.

2.4 **Door Guard** A connectable device used to limit the extent to which a door is opened.

2.5 **Door Holder** A device for holding a door in a predetermined open position until released by manual or automatic means.

2.6 **Door Knocker** A sounding mechanism used to announce one's presence at a door.

2.7 **Door Silencer** A device used to cushion the sound of a door closing into a frame.

2.8 **Door Stop** A device used for stopping the opening swing of a door at some predetermined position.

2.9 **Door Viewer** An optical device which permits an inside observer an undetected view of the outside area.

2.10 **Garment Hook** A device with one or more arms projecting from an attachment base on which to hang garments.

2.11 **Garment Rod Assembly** A pole device, usually anchored at each end and sometimes supported between, for hanging garments.

2.12 **Handrail Bracket** A device used to anchor and support a handrail.

2.13 **Identification Sign** An ornamental device fastened on or near an entrance which identifies an address, occupant, or contents of room or area beyond.

2.14 **Combination Garment Rod and Support Bracket** A device used for supporting a garment rod (2.11) and a shelf.

2.15 **Roller Latch** A mechanical device used to fasten or hold a door by means of a rolling plunger which engages a socket or catch.

2.16 **Shelf Bracket** A fixture used to support a shelf.

2.17 **Self-latching Flush Bolt** A flush mounted locking device for the inactive leaf of a pair of doors that latches automatically and unlatches manually.

2.18 **Shower Curtain and Rod Assembly** A fixture enclosing a bathtub or shower stall on which a shower curtain is hung.

2.19 **Soap and Grab Bar Assembly** A fixture used within a bathtub or shower enclosure which provides a receptacle for soap and an assisting hand grip.

2.20 **Towel Bar or Ring** A bar or ring shaped fixture on which towels or similar items are hung.